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With the intense growth of e-business, we hear about an increase in hacking and technology-based criminal incidents. Institutions such as Citibank and Ebay have faced intrusions that have cost them millions of dollars in damages. With the onset of these criminal attacks, there is an increase in demand for products and services that provide more information for people. Tangled Web: Tales of Digital Crime from the Shadows of Cyberspace portrays the shadow side of cyberspace by taking you into the lairs of hackers, crackers, researchers, private investigators, law enforcement agents and intelligence officers. The book covers what kinds of cyber-crimes are going to affect business on the Internet, their cost, how they are investigated, and the motivation of hackers and virus writers. Also covered are the problems faced by law enforcement, corporate cyber security professionals, and real-world examples of cyber crimes and lessons learned.      
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   RICHARD POWER is Editorial Director at the Computer Security Institute (CSI) in San Francisco. He is a valued advisor to Fortune 1,000 corporations and government agencies throughout the world, working with executive management and information security practitioners. Power is widely and extensively quoted in mainstream print and broadcast news media.       
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Intelligent Integrated Media Communication TechniquesSpringer, 2003

	We can understand the multimedia technology as a digital integration of
	texts, graphics, audio, animation, still images and motion video in a way that
	provides a high level of personal interaction and control to individual users.
	The evolution of multimedia is a convergence of the mentioned media types to
	a unique system. Before the...
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Swift in the CloudJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Write and run Swift language programs in the Cloud


	Written by the team of developers that has helped bring the Swift language to Cloud computing, this is the definitive guide to writing and running Swift language programs for cloud environment. In Swift in the Cloud, you'll find full coverage of all aspects...
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Differential Geometry: Bundles, Connections, Metrics and Curvature (Oxford Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Vol. 23)Oxford University Press, 2011

	Bundles, connections, metrics and curvature are the 'lingua franca' of modern differential geometry and theoretical physics. This book will supply a graduate student in mathematics or theoretical physics with the fundamentals of these objects.

	

	Many of the tools used in differential topology are introduced and the...
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Mobile Radio Network Design in the VHF and UHF Bands: A Practical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
An essential element of radio technology and propagation is how to use radio technology and knowledge of radio propagation to design a network that meets the needs of customers. Mobile Radio Network Design in the VHF and UHF Bands provides the technical and fundamental knowledge required for advanced mobile radio network design to...
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Pro ODP.NET for Oracle Database 11gApress, 2010

	This book is a comprehensive and easy-to-understand guide for using the Oracle Data Provider (ODP) version 11g on the .NET Framework. It also outlines the core GoF (Gang of Four) design patterns and coding techniques employed to build and deploy high-impact mission-critical applications using advanced Oracle database features through the...
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The Civic Apps Competition HandbookO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Government agencies are increasingly being called upon to publish data as a means to
	
		increase transparency, deliver government services more efficiently, and innovate busi
	
		ness. Civic Apps Competitions (CACs) further these goals by providing incentives and
	
		a platform for software programmers to build innovative...
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